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Abstract

Background: Addressing clinician documentation burden through “targeted solutions” is a growing priority for many organizations
ranging from government and academia to industry. Between January and February 2021, the 25 by 5: Symposium to Reduce
Documentation Burden on US Clinicians by 75% (25X5 Symposium) convened across 2 weekly 2-hour sessions among experts
and stakeholders to generate actionable goals for reducing clinician documentation over the next 5 years. Throughout this web-based
symposium, we passively collected attendees’ contributions to a chat functionality—with their knowledge that the content would
be deidentified and made publicly available. This presented a novel opportunity to synthesize and understand participants’
perceptions and interests from chat messages. We performed a content analysis of 25X5 Symposium chat logs to identify themes
about reducing clinician documentation burden.

Objective: The objective of this study was to explore unstructured chat log content from the web-based 25X5 Symposium to
elicit latent insights on clinician documentation burden among clinicians, health care leaders, and other stakeholders using topic
modeling.

Methods: Across the 6 sessions, we captured 1787 messages among 167 unique chat participants cumulatively; 14 were private
messages not included in the analysis. We implemented a latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic model on the aggregated dataset
to identify clinician documentation burden topics mentioned in the chat logs. Coherence scores and manual examination informed
optimal model selection. Next, 5 domain experts independently and qualitatively assigned descriptive labels to model-identified
topics and classified them into higher-level categories, which were finalized through a panel consensus.

Results: We uncovered ten topics using the LDA model: (1) determining data and documentation needs (422/1773, 23.8%);
(2) collectively reassessing documentation requirements in electronic health records (EHRs) (252/1773, 14.2%); (3) focusing
documentation on patient narrative (162/1773, 9.1%); (4) documentation that adds value (147/1773, 8.3%); (5) regulatory impact
on clinician burden (142/1773, 8%); (6) improved EHR user interface and design (128/1773, 7.2%); (7) addressing poor usability
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(122/1773, 6.9%); (8) sharing 25X5 Symposium resources (122/1773, 6.9%); (9) capturing data related to clinician practice
(113/1773, 6.4%); and (10) the role of quality measures and technology in burnout (110/1773, 6.2%). Among these 10 topics, 5
high-level categories emerged: consensus building (821/1773, 46.3%), burden sources (365/1773, 20.6%), EHR design (250/1773,
14.1%), patient-centered care (162/1773, 9.1%), and symposium comments (122/1773, 6.9%).

Conclusions: We conducted a topic modeling analysis on 25X5 Symposium multiparticipant chat logs to explore the feasibility
of this novel application and elicit additional insights on clinician documentation burden among attendees. Based on the results
of our LDA analysis, consensus building, burden sources, EHR design, and patient-centered care may be important themes to
consider when addressing clinician documentation burden. Our findings demonstrate the value of topic modeling in discovering
topics associated with clinician documentation burden using unstructured textual content. Topic modeling may be a suitable
approach to examine latent themes presented in web-based symposium chat logs.

(J Med Internet Res 2023;25:e45645) doi: 10.2196/45645
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Introduction

Background
Developing actionable strategies to reduce clinician
documentation burden is a growing priority for researchers,
thought leaders, and policy makers from many organizations
ranging from government and academia to industry [1-7].
Documentation burden is defined as “work that does not add
value” (ie, work beyond that which is required for good clinical
care) [8]. It is associated with negative sequelae such as the
potential for less succinct and accurate patient records needed
to communicate necessary information for care delivery; this
can lead to patient safety concerns [9], added cognitive burden
[10], and burnout among clinicians [11-13]. Amid increases in
health care worker turnover engendered by the COVID-19
pandemic and its associated heightened workload, the need to
identify “targeted solutions” to reverse growing attrition rates
among clinicians—so that patient care demands are met—grows
progressively dire [14]. In fact, between 25% to 40% of
clinicians including nurses, advanced practice providers, and
physicians anticipate leaving the field in the next 2 years [15].
Motivated by these trends, the 25 by 5: Symposium to Reduce
Documentation Burden on US Clinicians by 75% (25X5
Symposium) was convened in January 2021 to foster
communication, collaboration, and dissemination of best
practices among various stakeholder groups and to avoid
duplication of efforts and minimize cross-purposes in reducing
documentation burden [16]. Over a 6-week period, experts and
stakeholders gathered weekly to exchange ideas, share their
experiences surrounding documentation burden, and develop a
compendium of actionable short-, medium-, and long-term goals
to considerably reduce clinician documentation over the next
5 years [16]. While ambitious, the objective to reduce the
documentation burden to 25% of its current state was established
to align the documentation load of clinicians in the United States
with their international counterparts [16]. For example, studies
have demonstrated that US clinicians spend 50% more time
engaging with the electronic health record (EHR) than their
international counterparts (eg, Canada, Northern Europe,
Western Europe, etc) and approximately 25% more time
working on EHRs after their shift [17]. Controlling for EHR

vendor software, clinical notes among US physicians are, on
average, 4 times the character length of notes authored by
physicians in other nations (eg, Canada, United Kingdom,
Australia, etc) [11].

The rapid and widespread transition to EHRs has made available
a plethora of quantitative data for research. These data have
been applied to a number of study contexts, including those
examining clinician EHR actions and EHR work. However,
limited qualitative research has been dedicated to understanding
critical areas of interest and current trends regarding clinician
documentation practices as it directly or indirectly relates to
burden among those who practice in the United States [18].

As with clinical encounters, meetings and other forms of social
interaction instantaneously pivoted to web-based platforms due
to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020. The
25X5 Symposium was initially planned as an in-person event,
and planners adapted to a web-based symposium platform given
modifications to institutional participation guidelines. At the
time, the concept of web-based symposiums remained
comparatively novel [19]. Recognizing the differences in
web-based settings compared to conventional in-person meetings
for attendee engagement [20], the transition to web-based
platforms presented the 25X5 Steering Committee with the
opportunity to both expand attendee capacity and passively
collect data on the social interactions that publicly transpired
among attendees in the chat functionality [16]. The literature
on interactive web-based environments for academic learning
suggests the benefits of this type of communication include,
but are not limited to, socialization and idea exchange [16,21].
Throughout the 25X5 Symposium, a synchronous chat [22]
functionality was made available to all attendees, who were
notified that the chat content would be deidentified and made
publicly available on the 25X5 Symposium website [16].

Prior studies have demonstrated the value of analyzing chat
logs to understand participants’ perceptions and interests [23].
Historically, various qualitative and quantitative methods have
been applied in different settings to explore chat log content,
including discourse structure analysis [24], sentiment analysis
[25], and topic modeling [26]. Specifically, topic modeling is
a probabilistic generative approach that identifies recurring
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“topics”—defined as patterns of expression or mixtures of words
that frequently occur together among a collection of
documents—by “analyzing the words of the original texts” [27]
in an unsupervised fashion [27,28]. Typically employed for text
mining and information retrieval tasks, topic modeling has been
widely utilized to uncover emerging themes in free text, such
as emails, lay and scientific literature, social media posts, and
chat logs [26,29-31]. It has been broadly conducted in many
contexts, including health care and industry, to examine didactic
conversational dialogue between individuals and web-based
consumer support agents [31,32]. To the best of our knowledge,
no studies have used topic modeling to examine chat logs in a
web-based symposium setting. Furthermore, research on
clinician perceptions and attitudes regarding documentation
burden has centered on qualitative interviews [33,34] and
surveys [35,36], which are resource-intensive and
time-consuming to conduct and may additionally encumber
clinicians. Few data-driven approaches have been applied to
unobtrusively extract insights on clinician documentation burden
at scale. Given the volume and pace at which the chat unfolded
throughout the symposium, we applied topic modeling on the
25X5 Symposium chat content in this quantitative-qualitative
analysis to elicit latent insights that could be harnessed for
reducing clinician documentation burden.

Objective
The objective of this study was to explore unstructured chat log
content from the web-based 25X5 Symposium using topic
modeling and elicit additional insights and contextual
information on reducing clinician documentation burden.

Methods

Data Source
The 25X5 Symposium targeted representatives from clinical
settings, academia, industry, government, professional
organizations, payers, and patients. The symposium was
promoted through a panel presentation on documentation burden
and professional networking sessions at the 2020 American
Medical Information Association (AMIA) Annual Symposium.
Additionally, email invitations to participate were sent to a list
of key clinicians and other health care leaders identified by the
25X5 Steering Committee, which comprised clinicians,
informatics experts, and health care leaders [34]. Over a 6-week
period from January to February 2021, over 300 participants
from 140 organizations attended the symposium, which involved
a series of weekly, 2-hour web-based sessions [16]. The first 4
sessions included presentations on the following subjects: (1)
current challenges in documentation content and clinician
workflow; (2) existing bias that is evident in how we document
in the EHR and its potential upstream and downstream effects;

(3) exemplars and key successes in reducing documentation
burden; and (4) novel interventions and innovations presently
being developed to alleviate documentation burden. The final
2 sessions of the 25X5 Symposium summarized the entire series,
presented future directions, and involved breakout work among
groups of 5 to 10 attendees who jointly formulated goals and
interventions. Attendance was manually recorded for the first
4 sessions. Throughout the 25X5 Symposium, attendees
convened over Zoom video conferencing software (Zoom Video
Communications Inc), and all audio and video content was
recorded. All attendees except for presenters were placed on
mute; however, a synchronous chat functionality [22] that
streamed concurrently with the formal presentations was made
accessible to all attendees in each of the sessions. Before each
session, attendees were presented with ground rules for the
symposium and informed that the chat content would be
deidentified and made publicly available on the 25X5
Symposium website [16] for those interested in conducting
additional analysis on the meeting. Participants were encouraged
to engage in the chat respectfully and freely as they personally
saw fit.

Data Cleaning and Preprocessing
We concatenated Zoom chat messages that were shared publicly
[16] among all attendees across the six 25X5 Symposium
sessions into one analytical dataset; private messages were
excluded from the analysis. The raw dataset consisted of 3
columns: message time stamp, author name (ie, user handle),
as well as a textual chat message. Each chat message qualified
as 1 “document” (ie, the natural grouping to understand the free
text). Among chat messages that expressed agreement over a
prior chat message from another attendee using the following
expression, “+1” (ie, short code signifying a “thumbs up”
gesture) and “[author name],” we nested the referenced attendee
chat message that was most temporally adjacent to the
expression (Figure 1). Based on this approach, we nested 200
messages within messages; 9 were not replaced as they
expressed agreements with the synchronous presentation content.

We normalized the chat messages by removing all person names
from the corpus using pattern matching with regular expressions
supplemented by manual human annotation (due to Zoom user
handles) and applied gensim [37] and nltk [38] libraries to
eliminate stop words and common words (ie, “thank,” “thanks,”
“hello,” “amen,” “lol,” “hi”), numbers, and special characters.
We used WordNet (Princeton University) lemmatization [38]
with part-of-speech tagging to stem words. While we examined
additional (n-gram) models, we ultimately vectorized the chat
log text using a bag-of-words approach given the comparatively
small documentation corpus and short text length observed
among chat messages [39].

Figure 1. Preprocessing approach for nesting attendee chat messages referenced in a preceding message.
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Topic Modeling and Topic Labeling
We used topic modeling to computationally explore common
documentation burden topics among chat messages generated
during the 25X5 Symposium. Topic models are statistical
language models that are used to discover latent or unobserved
semantic structures within a corpus of texts (ie, documents).
Specifically, we employed a latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
algorithm [40], a probabilistic topic model that assumes that a
collection of documents is represented by a set number of topics,
with each topic representing a distribution of terms (ie, words)
over a fixed vocabulary and each document comprising a
distribution of topics [41,42]. We evaluated model performance
using coherence scores (topic coherence [C_v]), a measure that
scores the degree of semantic similarity between co-occurring
terms within a single topic, where higher topic coherence
signifies the higher quality of learned topics [43]. Informed by
topic coherence scores, we further explored models with 1 to
20 topics. We iterated over varying permutations for topic
number (k), document-topic density (α), and word-topic density
(β) parameters to identify the optimal model which was
supplemented by domain expert examination.

Iteratively, 5 authors (AJM, JW, MH, RYL, and DRL) with
wide-ranging domain expertise in medicine, health care, and
informatics (ie, 3 nurse informaticists, a physician, and a data
expert) independently and qualitatively assigned descriptive
labels to LDA model–identified topics that best represented the
distribution of keyword clusters, such as per-topic term
probabilities (β) and per-document topic contribution weights
based on their expert judgment. Then, the authors inductively
classified structurally similar topic labels into higher-level
thematic categories. All thematic categories were finalized
through a panel consensus among the 5 authors.

Statistical Analysis and Data Visualization
We generated descriptive statistics on the content of the chat
log messages (ie, documents) to examine the degree of
engagement among attendees using the (1) number of unique
chat participants, (2) proportion of attendees who engaged in
the chat, (3) frequency of chat messages, (4) average number
of messages per participant, and (5) average number of words
per message, stratified by session topic. We visualized overall
chat log data using a word cloud of the top 100 terms (with font
size proportionally representing term frequency) and calculated
their relative term frequencies (ie, the frequency of which a
term is used in relation to the terms used in the entire corpus
[rel_freq]). Using bar graphs, we examined the distributions of
the per-topic terms that appeared in the chat log as well as the
distribution of topics stratified by session number. Lastly, we
generated a t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
(t-SNE) plot [44] to visually examine topic coherence and
evaluate the quality of identified topics (ie, degree of overlap
among topics); t-SNE plots project high-dimensional data points
onto a lower dimensional space (eg, 2D plane) so that highly
complex data are human observable and interpretable. All
analyses were conducted using Python 3.9.

Ethical Considerations
The raw data are publicly available on the 25X5 Symposium
website [16]. Additionally, any data that potentially represent
proper nouns have been further redacted in the manuscript to
preserve participant privacy.

Results

Between 30.8% (52/169) and 48.8% (99/203) of participants
engaged in the chat functionality at least once in each of the six
2-hour sessions (Table 1). Session 1 represented the highest
volume of unique chat participants (n=99, 48.8%) and generated
the most chat messages compared to the other sessions (n=470,
26.5%). We captured 1787 messages among 167 unique chat
participants; 14 were private messages to the Columbia
University Communications Director and were not included in
the analysis. The vocabulary size of the preprocessed data was
2930. On average, chat participants shared between 2 and 6
messages per session and 11 messages across all sessions.
Throughout the 6 sessions, messages were, on average, 19.7
(SD 17) words long, which represents the average length of one
sentence (ie, approximately 15-20 words) in English [45]. Chat
message word lengths ranged from 1 to 122 words. The top ten
terms utilized in the chats were (1) “need” (rel_freq=1), (2)
“patient” (rel_freq=0.94), (3) “documentation” (rel_freq=0.92),
(4) “data” (rel_freq=0.77), (5) “use” (rel_freq=0.67), (6) “think”
(rel_freq=0.66), (7) “note” (rel_freq=0.66), (8) “document”
(rel_freq=0.62), (9) “EHR” (rel_freq=0.61), and (10) “time”
(rel_freq=0.54) (Figure 2).

The optimal LDA model (C_v=0.44) yielded 10 topics (Table
2). The top 10 term probabilities for these 10 topics are
visualized in Figure 3. Among those 10 topics, determining
data and documentation needs (422/1773, 23.8%) occurred at
the highest frequency, followed by collectively reassessing
documentation requirements in EHRs (252/1773, 14.2%) and
focusing documentation on patient narrative (162/1773, 9.1%).

Determining data and documentation needs had the highest
prevalence throughout all sessions, between 17.2% (81/470)
and 33.7% (91/270), except for Session 1 (Introduction &
Current Challenges Related to What We Document), wherein
collectively reassessing documentation requirements in EHRs
represented the largest proportion (100/470, 21.3%) (Figure 4).
The t-SNE plot demonstrated low overlap between topic clusters
(Figure 5).

While not heavily represented in other sessions, focusing
documentation on patient narrative had the second highest
proportions in both Session 4 (Emerging and Future Innovations
and Solutions) and Session 5 (Reactor and Prioritization Session
for Actions). Among these 10 topics, 5 high-level thematic
categories emerged: consensus building (821/1773, 46.3%),
burden sources (365/1773, 20.6%), EHR design (250/1773,
14.1%), patient-centered care (162/1773, 9.1%), and symposium
highlights (122/1773, 6.9%).
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics on raw chat messages across all 6 symposium sessions.

Words per chat messageMessages per
participant, mean
(SD)

Chat message fre-

quency, nb (%)

Unique chat partic-

ipants, na (%)

Total atten-
dees, N

Session titleSession
number

MaxeMeddMincMean (SD)

10814118.4 (16.2)4.7 (5)470 (26.5)99 (48.8)203Introduction &
Current Challenges
Related to What
We Document

1

5115118 (13.3)5.2 (6.3)419 (23.6)81 (43.8)185Current Challenges
Related to How
We Document

2

5119121.8 (15.3)5.2 (5.8)270 (15.2)52 (30.8)169Exemplars and
Key Successes

3

12217122.5 (21.2)5.8 (6.2)376 (21.2)65 (37.6)173Emerging and Fu-
ture Innovations
and Solutions

4

5812115 (11.9)1.9 (1.5)63 (3.6)33 (n/a)N/AfReactor and Priori-
tization Session for
Actions

5

11514119.5 (19.1)3.2 (2.8)175 (9.9)54 (n/a)N/AfPlenary on Insights
for Action

6

aProportion of within-session attendees.
bProportion of all messages across 6 sessions.
cMin: minimum.
dMed: median.
eMax: maximum.
fN/A: not applicable. Data were not captured due to the breakout session format.

Figure 2. Word cloud of the top 100 frequently used terms.
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Table 2. Distribution of topics identified with raw example text among the symposium chat logs.

Overall frequency, n
(%)

Raw example textbThematic categoryTopic identification

number/labela

147 (8.3)Consensus building0: Documentation that
adds value

• “It can be templated, it probably shouldn’t be documented. Low
value note bloat relates to smart phrases and templates.”

• “The main point seems to be that we need to figure out what data
adds value and getting rid of everything that does not.”

122 (6.9)EHRc design1: Addressing poor us-
ability

• “I don't think linearly enough to dictate efficiently.”
• “User centered design is SOOOO important. At [medical center] over

a 6 month period [EHR vendor] users were presented with [number]
alerts, of which [number] interrupted their workflow (‘popped up’).
Only 12% had any action taken‚ an 88% override rate.”

122 (6.9)Symposium com-
ments

2: Sharing symposium
resources

• “[Proper noun] you may be kindred spirits with [proper noun]‚
‘Sloppy and Paste’ [URL].”

• “Are you sharing the 25X5 Zoom background? :)”

142 (8)Burden

sources

3: Regulatory impact on
clinician burden

• “Hard to hit the target when there are 6 divergent targets.”
• “[proper noun] Yes - focused on US Clinicians, given several prob-

lems related to doc burden are unique to US clinicians/US healthsys-
tem.”

128 (7.2)EHR design4: Improved EHR user
interface and design

• “Better EHR design would allow it to be more integrated into the
documentation workflow.”

• “Paper wins on portability!!”

110 (6.2)Burden sources5: Role of quality mea-
sures and technology on
burnout

• “My favorite mis-dictation: a person with a prosthetic valve: ‘poor
sign valve.’”

• “The question is how can technology augment the cognition of the
clinician.”

162 (9.1)Patient-centered care6: Focusing documenta-
tion on patient narrative

• “Prime reason for using handheld devices in the exam room - so you
can interact with the patient.”

• “Patient engagement in problem list reconciliation needed as patients
move across encounters and care settings like advanced hospital care
in the home.”

113 (6.4)Burden sources7: Capturing data relat-
ed to clinical practice

• “Do the problems in the USCDI v2 include nursing problems or are
they only medical problems?”

• “[Proper noun] and the documenting patient valuables have contribu-
tion nothing to nursing practice or outcome.. but the risk manager
wants it to remain. Sigh.”

422 (23.8)Consensus building8: Determining data and
documentation needs

• “The problem list is relatively useless since problems are never re-
solved making it difficult to slog through and determining what is
truly an active problem.”

• “[Proper noun] - all the time. The problem (one of them at least) is
that we have the write the same information in so many diff places.
So there are naturally contradictions because we cant Keep it ALL
updated.”

252 (14.2)Consensus building9: Collectively reassess-
ing documentation re-
quirements in EHRs

• “Aligning documentation requirements key for safe care transitions,
e.g. the [proper noun] project.”

• “Would be good to standardize documentation aimed at regulato-
ry/acced requirements and have the agencies vet what is actually re-
quired.”

53 (3)N/AN/AN/Ad,e

aNumbering is based on the indices of an array to be consistent with programming code used across algorithms, which initiates with 0.
bRaw data are the actual chat messages of symposium attendees and have not been corrected for grammar.
cEHR: electronic health record.
dN/A: not applicable.
eExclusively comprised of person names, stop words, and other terms removed at the preprocessing stage.
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Figure 3. Top 10 term probabilities for each of the 10 latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model–identified topics. EHR: electronic health record.
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Figure 4. Distribution of the 10 latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model–identified topics stratified by symposium session number. EHR: electronic
health record; N/A: not applicable.

Figure 5. t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) plot visualizing the 10 latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model–identified topics among
the symposium chat logs.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Traditionally, qualitative interviews have been applied to
understand the clinician documentation burden [18]. To our
best knowledge, no studies have computationally examined chat
logs from a web-based symposium setting involving multiple
participants or explicitly identified clinician documentation
burden themes in chat logs using topic modeling. Based on our

results, LDA may be a feasible approach to rapidly extracting
high-level, semantically meaningful information generated in
chat logs (an unstructured format) and detecting themes that
may be of importance among participants, such as those
surrounding documentation burden.

We conducted an exploratory analysis using 25X5 Symposium
chat logs to elicit additional insights and context on
documentation burden. Not surprisingly, 6 terms were
particularly prominent based on the distribution of terms used
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among 25X5 Symposium participants who engaged in the chat:
“need” (rel_freq=1), “patient” (rel_freq=0.94), “documentation”
(rel_freq=0.92), and “data” (rel_freq=0.77), “note”
(rel_freq=0.66), and “EHR” (rel_freq=0.61)] (Figure 2). Among
the 10 topics that our LDA model identified, the top 4
most-referenced topics cumulatively represented more than half
the chat messages; these topics included (1) determining data
and documentation needs; (2) collectively reassessing
documentation requirements in EHRs; (3) focusing
documentation on patient narrative; and (4) documentation that
adds value (Table 2). Notably, these topics represent 2 distinct
high-level thematic categories that highlight future directions
and prerequisites to alleviating documentation burden: consensus
building (ie, evaluating the existing state of excessive and/or
extraneous documentation including value-added documentation,
data and documentation needs, and requirements imposed on
EHRs) and patient-centered care (ie, focusing documentation
on the synthesis of the patient’s story), respectively. Another 2
topics, collectively reassessing documentation requirements in
EHRs and determining data and documentation needs,
co-occurred at the highest volume in all sessions with the
exception of Session 4 (Emerging and Future Innovations and
Solutions) and Session 5 (Reactor and Prioritization Session
for Actions). Interestingly, focusing documentation on patient
narrative and determining data and documentation needs
emerged in Sessions 4 and 5 as the top 2 steps to address
clinician documentation burden; this finding suggests that
clinician documentation focusing on the patient’s story may be
perceived as less burdensome—a view that may be supported
by numerous stakeholders in addition to clinicians.

It is worthwhile to note that while topics that characterized the
causes of burden such as regulatory impact on clinician burden,
capturing data related to clinician practice, role of quality
measures and technology on burnout, improved EHR user
interface and design, and addressing poor usability appeared
less frequently, it does not reflect each topic’s overall
importance. For example, these topics were consistent with 5
of 6 documentation burden domains that the American Nursing
Informatics Association (ANIA) identified (ie, “regulatory,”
“self-imposed,” “quality,” “interoperability,” and “usability”).
This was a key conceptual framework applied in the 25X5
Symposium [46], and it speaks to the validity of our model’s
findings. While the ANIA-identified “reimbursement” domain
did not emerge as a dominant topic from the 25X5 Symposium
chat log content, “cms” (ie, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services; rel_freq=0.16) and “billing” (rel_freq=0.15) were
among the top 100 most frequently used terms throughout the
25X5 Symposium chats. Thus, these latent topics identified
among symposium participants may additionally represent
salient future directions that should be further assessed and
prioritized for policy and practice.

Our topic modeling analysis uncovered themes associated with
two parallel processes that emerged over the web-based
symposium platform: (1) unstructured conversations regarding
the clinician documentation burden previously described above,
and (2) discussions focused on the content and format of the
presentations, such as sharing the 25X5 Symposium resources
(Table 1). Because attendees were encouraged to engage in the

chat as they personally saw fit, chat discussion topics were
unstructured and emerged organically, which may or may not
have been pertinent to the concurrent presentations that were
being held. This format generated themes that were highly
heterogeneous—for example, content-, opinion-, or
administrative-related comments. However, this phenomenon
is not unique to the 25X5 Symposium, as “distraction and
division of attention” [22] have been identified as a potential
shortcoming to web-based meetings with synchronous chat
functionalities made available; synchronous chats may provide
a platform for impertinent topics to emerge and become a source
of distraction [22]. Additionally, because synchronous chats
are dynamic, extracting high-quality topics from chat logs may
be difficult, as topics continually change and evolve
longitudinally without the same conversational constraints as
spoken language [47]. Nevertheless, chat content presents an
opportunity to understand participant sentiment on the content
areas presented (eg, clinician documentation burden) as well as
the operational aspects of the symposium. To structure chat
content analyses and adjust the granularity of topics identified,
future web-based symposia may consider incorporating
interactive prompts throughout presentations in the chat to
engage participants in specific thematic areas. Computationally,
topic-oriented ranking with context-aware autoencoders, such
as Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) may be an approach to improve topic model analyses
of documents (eg, chat logs) with rapidly evolving, fragmented
topics [48]. Finally, knowledge of participant demographics
(eg, employment, specialty areas, age) may facilitate
high-resolution network analyses of participant interactions and
their level of importance [49].

Our initial aim was to investigate the distribution of topics over
time in parallel with transcripts generated from the presentation
content. Although 1000 documents were identified as adequate
for conducting topic modeling [50], we did not have a sufficient
volume (approximately 1800 documents) to examine
term-probability distributions and topics in 1-minute intervals.
Additionally, parsing presentation transcripts into 1-minute
intervals did not make sense as each speaker presentation
(approximately 15 minutes long) logically represents 1
document; thus, these documents do not exist on the same scale.
Future research focused on comparative analyses of parallel
chat and presentation content among web-based symposia may
find success with shorter presentations that occur at high
volume, where a set of chat messages—like presentation
content—may be treated as 1 document and therefore exist on
the same scale.

Furthermore, prior topic modeling applications suggest
documents should be, at minimum, 3 sentences long [50]. While
high-volume Twitter data have been previously examined using
LDA models [51], topic models on short textual content such
as those represented in the 25X5 Symposium chat
messages—which were, on average, approximately 20 words
in length (ie, roughly 1 sentence long)—coupled with low
document volume, tend to yield sparse and noisy results. Due
to the reduced likelihood of terms co-occurring among these
types of collections of documents, repetitive or low-quality
topics may have emerged [42,52]. Nevertheless, the lack of
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crossover among topic clusters as identified in our t-SNE plot
indicate themes of high quality (Figure 5). Additionally, we
could not qualitatively identify a notable correlation between
the distribution of the topics discussed in the chat messages
(Figure 4) and the content of the speaker presentations (available
on the 25X5 Symposium website [16]) at a high level [53].
However, we can distinguish that the chat content from Sessions
1 to 3 (which focused on the existing documentation landscape)
emphasized topics such as collectively reassessing
documentation requirements in EHRs and determining data and
documentation needs (ie, the current state), while chat content
from Sessions 4 and 5 (which centered around future directions)
underscored topics including focusing documentation on patient
narrative and determining data and documentation needs (ie,
the future state). Therefore, chat logs may provide additional
valuable contextual information on the receptiveness and
priorities of attendees on the content presented in web-based
formats in an unobtrusive and fluid fashion—and in this
scenario, clinician documentation burden.

In this analysis, we note that we iterated over the chat logs to
remove unique identifiers including person names and Zoom
user handles using a rule-based approach (ie, regular
expressions) supplemented with manual human annotation.
Among the raw corpus, approximately 6.5% (n=270) of the
terms represented person names; this was anticipated as attendee
chat interactions were impersonal and fluid and frequently
referred to fellow attendee messages. Chat log content is
distinctive because Zoom user handles are theoretically and
infinitely unique. Programming techniques such as employing
“chunking” to extract terms that are part-of-speech tagged as
proper nouns (ie, “NNP”) are imperfect and indiscriminate. For
example, “chunking” was unable to detect Zoom user handles
satisfactorily and resulted in data loss among important proper
nouns (ie, those not associated with person names) that we
sought to retain in the analysis such as “the joint commission,”
“tjc” (ie, the Joint Commission), and “cms” to uncover more
meaningful topics. Thus, trade-offs exist in how researchers opt
to preprocess chat log data. While our application of topic
modeling on chat logs is novel, this challenge has been
documented and similarly discussed among well-known, large
clinical datasets such as the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center data via the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care
III (MIMIC-III), which employ manual, rule-based methods
(eg, pattern-matching with regular expressions and dictionary
lookups) to deidentify textual data [54]. As mentioned
previously, such techniques for deidentifying clinical textual
data frequently overlook unconventional proper nouns and other
edge cases. Future efforts should explore more advanced and
generalizable privacy-protective methods for deidentifying
unstructured textual data, particularly in chat logs [54].

Limitations
As with all secondary analyses, this study has several limitations.
As attendees who participated in the 25X5 Symposium, and
those who engaged with the synchronous chat functionality may
not be representative of all clinicians and health care leaders,
selection bias may be present in the data. Furthermore, it is
possible that some attendees experienced reluctance in sharing
their comments and opinions in a public forum (ie, Hawthorne

effect) [12], which would be memorialized in perpetuity.
However, prior evidence on video conference meetings with
parallel chat functionalities [22] indicates that synchronous
chats foment inclusivity in engagement among those who would
otherwise not have an opportunity to contribute their thoughts
(eg, more introverted participants) or prefer alternative
communication modalities (eg, written language). Overall, there
was no evidence that suggested participants felt uncomfortable
sharing their thoughts during the 25X5 Symposium.

Additionally, there was marginal attendee attrition from Session
1 (n=203) to Session 4 (n=173); however, new participants
joined as previous participants exited, and we were unable to
verify which participants attended Sessions 5 and 6. Overall,
over 70% (n=209) of attendees joined more than 1 session
between Sessions 1 and 4. Fewer attendees participated in the
chat functionality in Sessions 5 and 6 as compared to Session
1. However, this is fitting, as Sessions 5 and 6 were reactor
sessions and participants were more engaged in the private
breakout discussion sections that did not include access to the
chat functionality. Alternatively, Session 1 was the first instance
many attendees had convened in such a large group during the
COVID-19 pandemic to interactively discuss clinician
documentation burden. These factors may have stimulated
discussion early on. Nevertheless, as we did not disseminate an
exit survey, we were unable to ascertain why some participants
“dropped out.” Finally, between-participant chat messages were
not captured in Zoom. As a result, the subsequent topics related
to documentation burden identified in this analysis may not be
exhaustive of all themes that concern the greater population.
Therefore, our results may not be generalizable to settings
outside of the 25X5 Symposium.

Future Directions
As we continue to refine our models and explore network
analyses, additional results will be forthcoming. We have
already generated short-, medium- and long-term goals to reduce
documentation burden immediately following the 25X5
Symposium [16,55]. Future efforts will focus on determining
how to highlight and prioritize the themes identified in this
study to ensure that they represent concrete and actionable focus
areas and recommendations within the 25X5 documentation
reduction framework. Presently, the 25X5 Symposium’s
objectives continue to persist nationwide through the AMIA
25X5 initiative [53], which has been harnessing key stakeholder
expertise to investigate how to best evaluate documentation
burden [56], streamline workflows, and optimize EHRs.

Given the ongoing challenges of recruiting clinicians for
qualitative studies post pandemic, topic modeling may offer an
alternative and less intrusive approach to investigating clinician
documentation burden and burnout using their own words. For
instance, topic modeling analysis of high-volume textual data
sources not unconventionally applied in this domain, such as
Twitter data, may provide timely and relevant representations
of documentation burden themes among clinicians, health care
leaders, and other stakeholders at any given point in time or
facilitate the monitoring of clinician sentiment and areas of
interest over time. Alternatively, there is a potential for topic
modeling to be applied to longitudinally investigate
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documentation burden by examining the evolution of clinical
note content. Consequently, topic modeling may complement
existing mixed methods research.

Conclusions
In this study, we employed topic modeling on unstructured
textual content from the 25X5 Symposium to explore the
feasibility of this novel application to multiparticipant chat logs
and elicit additional insights on clinician documentation burden
from the web-based symposium. Our findings uncovered 4

critical high-level areas to consider when resolving clinician
documentation burden: achieving consensus on existing and
future interventions; identifying specific causes of burden;
refining EHR design, user interface, and usability; and
improving the synthesis of the patient narrative. Topic modeling
may be a valuable method to rapidly examine latent themes
presented in chat logs as well as unobtrusively investigate topics
associated with clinician documentation burden using
unstructured textual content.
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